
CS 7150: Deep Learning — Spring 2021 — Paul Hand

Day 14 — Preparation Questions For Class
Due: Wednesday 3/10/2021 at 2:30pm via Gradescope

Names: [Put The Names Of Your Group Here]

You may consult any and all resources in answering the questions. Your goal is to have answers
that are ready to be shared with the class (or on a hypothetical job interview) as written. Your
answers should be as concise as possible. When asked to explain a figure, your response should
have the following structure: provide context (state what experiment was being run / state what
problem is being solved), state what has been plotted, remark on what we observe from the
plots, and interpret the results.

Submit one document for your group and tag all group members. We recommend you use
Overleaf for joint editing of this TeX document.

Directions: Read ‘Explaining and Harnessing Adversarial Examples’ (Goodfellow et al.)

• Read Sections 1, 4

Question 1. What is an adversarial example in the context of classification? Why are they a significant

issue?

Response:

Question 2. What is the process for computing an adversarial example using the fast gradient sign

method? Be clear to specify what the inputs and output of this process are.

Response:
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We want increase loss so that we achieve a 
misclassification.  Recall from calculus that 
gradient J points in the direction of increased 
J.

http://khoury.northeastern.edu/home/hand/teaching/cs7150-spring-2021/index.html
https://www.gradescope.com/courses/232057
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.6572.pdf







Method in Goodfellow paper makes digital perturbations. 



Concerns: 

Need to only affect the stop sign itself, and not change background

Need to ensure it works for a variety of environmental conditions

There are physical limits on fabrication 

There are limits for perceptibility


















Data collected:

 - Multiple images of stop signs from different angles and distances

 - Implemented croppings, changes of brightness, spatial transformations



What is the purpose? 

 - To simulate real world conditions.  They want to ensure that the attack works for naturally 
occurring situations (have different lighting, positioning, etc conditions).  Like a universal 
attack.

— Digital examples provide a lot of new images (for the adversarial attack to work on).  
Physical examples ensured extra features of variation were present in the environmental 
model.
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Goal of the term is to adapt to environmental conditions
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